Captioning

- The ADA and the Rehabilitation Act require that audio and video be captioned for individuals who are Deaf/Hard of Hearing. Content should be accessible to students in real time, meaning they should not have to wait for captioning to be done. With this in mind, please seek out video and audio that is captioned (or provides transcripts.)

- Third party videos: more and more content providers are providing accessible video. *Academic Video Online* and *kanopy* -- both available through the HCC Library -- offer thousands of captioned videos. If you need help finding quality accessible content to meet your course’s needs, please seek support from us, the HCC Library and/or Information Technology.

- For videos that you make: [Kaltura](https://www.kaltura.com) can create high quality captioning and interactive transcripts in order to make your videos accessible and more engaging. Machine-based captioning occurs once a recording is submitted to Kaltura. (This is usually completed within a day or so.) If you want professional (human) captioning, please submit the name of the video to Kristopher Wiemer for processing.